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Dagboek van ’n Wimpy Kid 09: 
Hardepad 
Je�  Kinney, vertaal deur Tinus Horn
’n Lang reis per motor saam met jou gesin 
behoort groot pret te wees… tensy julle die 
He�  ey’s is. Dit begin vol belofte, maar slaan 
spoedig die verkeerde koers in. Maar selfs die 
goorste reis kan ’n avontuur word – en hierdie is 
een wat die He�  ey’s nie gou gaan vergeet nie.

Twelve Nights 
Andrew Zurcher
Kay’s father is working late – as usual. Fed up, 
her mother drives to her husband’s Cambridge 
college to collect him herself. But when they 
arrive, the sta�  claim that nobody by his name 
has ever worked there…

The Chosen Ones
Scarlett Thomas
The second in the thrilling Worldquake sequence, 
which began with Dragon’s Green, packed with 
magic and adventure. See the world come to life 
with a magical glow-in-the-dark cover.

Knights of the Borrowed Dark 03: 
Endless King 
Dave Rudden
‘You have no idea what real war is… but you’re 
going to fi nd out.’ There’s nothing like an 
apocalypse to kick o�  the school year. 
The fi nal book in the award-winning Knights 
of the Borrowed Dark trilogy.

How Science Works
DK
Answering all your burning scientifi c questions, 
from what it means to be alive to why things 
explode, How Science Works explains science 
facts throughout amazing diagrams and 
infographics.9780241287279
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MAY THE 4TH BE WITH YOU AS WE 
CELEBRATE THE GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY…
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Pop-Up Peekaboo! First Words
DK
Pop Up Peekaboo! First Words is full 
of bright pictures and common words 
from around the home. Read the simple 
rhyming text and lift the fl aps to discover 
what – and who – is hiding underneath.

Pop-Up Peekaboo! Numbers
DK
Pop Up Peekaboo! Numbers is full of 
bright pictures and rhyming words 
teaching little ones fi rst numbers. 
See baby bee fi nding 2 wiggly worms, 
3 fl owers, and 4 baby birds.

Sing-along Nursery Rhymes
Ladybird
An illustrated compilation of 
14 classic nursery rhymes. This 
chunky board book format is perfect for 
little ones, together with an audio CD so 
they can join in.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Little Learners
This adorable board book features a fun 
fi nger puppet toy built into the story, 
encouraging interactive play, hand-eye 
coordination and language development 
in your little one.

PAW Patrol: Race to the Rescue
Nickelodeon
It’s time to race to the rescue with Marshall 
and the rest of the PAWsome pups! Little 
PAW Patrol fans will love to learn all about 
Marshall’s bright red fi re engine, then play 
with the totally pup-tastic vehicle-shaped 
board book.

African Wild Flowers to Read, 
Colour and Keep 
Sally MacLarty
Why is Bulbine such a useful plant? Which 
fl owers can we eat, and which are poisonous? 
What is South Africa’s national fl ower? 
Children will learn interesting facts while 
enjoying hours of fun colouring in!

Incredibles 2: The O�  cial Guide
Disney · Pixar
Jump into a brand new adventure with 
everybody’s favourite family of superheroes, 
and learn amazing facts about Mr. Incredible, 
Elastigirl, Violet, Dash and Jack-Jack.

The Adventures of the Wishing-Chair
Enid Blyton
When Mollie and Peter go to buy their mother 
a birthday present, they discover the most 
extraordinary thing: a chair that can fl y and 
grant wishes!

First Earth Encyclopedia 
DK
First Earth Encyclopedia is a comprehensive 
introduction to the world around us and 
answers questions such as: how does our 
planet work; what shapes it; and how do 
people use Earth’s resources?

Finding Tinker Bell 02: 
Through the Dark Forest
Kiki Thorpe
When Tinker Bell sets out on a trip beyond 
Never Land and disappears, it’s up to 
The Never Girls—Kate, Mia, Lainey, and Gabby 
– to fi nd their missing friend.

What on Earth is That? 
Sarah Savory, illustrated by Frédéric Baele
What on Earth is That? is a story about 
a pangolin – the world’s least-known yet most-
tra�  cked mammal. Go on a journey to discover 
just what extraordinary and endearing animals 
pangolins are and how deserving they are of 
our protection as an endangered species.

Mummy and Me
Tiya Hall, illustrated by Sydney Hanson
Join baby bear as she plays, explores, and 
learns with her mummy, and share lots of 
hugs along the way! This cuddly, rhyming 
picture book is perfect for all young children 
– and their parents!

Sleep Tight Very Hungry Caterpillar 
Eric Carle
In this brand new lift-the-fl ap story, it’s evening 
and everyone is going to sleep - children can 
lift-the-fl ap on each page to discover which 
animal is settling down for the night. Who’s 
that hiding on the very last page? Could it be 
everyone’s favourite caterpillar...?

Explore My World: Lions 
Nat Geo Kids
Learn all about the wild world of lions–one 
of nature’s most fascinating and charismatic 
creatures. Learn how lions communicate, what 
they eat, and how they play.

PAW Patrol: Happy Tin
Nickelodeon
Join Ryder and the pups in their latest 
exciting adventure with the hardback 
storybook, then enjoy an action-packed 
colouring book, a fun-fi lled activity book 
and over 100 pup-tastic stickers – all housed 
in a PAWsome collector’s tin. 
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